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P-R-O-C-E-E-D-I-N-G-S1

10:04 a.m.2

CHAIR BOLLWERK:  Good morning.  Today we3

are here to conduct a prehearing conference in a4

combined license or COL proceeding under Part 52 of5

Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations.  This6

prehearing conference has been convened because7

developments this past summer relating to Applicant8

Tennessee Valley Authority's July 2015 Integrated9

Resource Plan outlining TVA's 20-year power system10

demand estimates suggested to this Licensing Board11

that there might be a basis for resolving this12

adjudicatory proceeding, at least at this juncture.13

We'll be talking about that in more detail in a couple14

of minutes.15

Initially I would like to introduce the16

Board members.  Participating by telephone is17

Administrative Judge Anthony Baratta.  Dr. Baratta, a18

nuclear engineer, is a part-time member of the Atomic19

Safety and Licensing Board Panel.  Also participating20

by phone is Dr. William Sager.  Judge Sager, an21

oceanographer and geoscientist, also is a part-time22

member of the Panel.  23

My name is Paul Bollwerk.  I'm an attorney24

and the Chairman of this Licensing Board.  Also with25
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me here in the Panel's Rockville offices is our law1

clerk, Cooper Strickland.  2

At this point I'd like to have counsel or3

the representatives for the various parties identify4

themselves for the record.  Why don't we start with5

Applicant, TVA, then move to the NRC staff, and6

finally then Joint Petitioners?  So if we could have7

TVA, please?8

MR. VANCE:  Thank you, Judge Bollwerk.  My9

name is Scott Vance.  I am representing TVA.  And with10

me is Christopher Chandler, also counsel for TVA. 11

Thank you.12

CHAIR BOLLWERK:  All right.  Thank you. 13

The NRC staff, please?14

MR. WILSON:  For the NRC staff I am15

Anthony Wilson, attorney advisor.16

CHAIR BOLLWERK:  Anyone else you'd like to17

identify?18

MR. WILSON:  Not at this time.  All right. 19

And then for the Intervenors, Mr. Zeller, if you'd20

like to start?21

MR. ZELLER:  Yes, Judge Bollwerk.  This is22

Lou Zeller with the Blue Ridge Environmental Defense23

League.24

CHAIR BOLLWERK:  All right.  Thank you,25
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sir.  And then for the Southern Alliance for Clean1

Energy?2

MS. BARCZAK:  Hello.  This is Sara Barczak3

with the Southern Alliance for Clean Energy, and I am4

joined by Angela Garrone, state's attorney.5

CHAIR BOLLWERK:  All right.  Thank you6

very much.7

I would note that prior to beginning this8

call I asked all the participants to try to remember9

that as they begin to speak they identify themselves10

so that it will be clear to the court reporter who's11

speaking, and I will try to do the same thing myself.12

In this instance, or rather in the first13

instance I would like to thank the parties for making14

themselves available on relatively short notice for15

this conference.  When your joint status report16

regarding settlement was filed in early November,17

Judge Sager was just wrapping up a research voyage in18

the Pacific.  That, in combination with the schedules19

of the other two Board members, required a little time20

for the Board to find a mutually agreeable time to21

discuss that status report and possible next steps.  22

Also, I should apologize for the confusion23

over telephone access and the need to issue or advise24

of access numbers.  I hadn't anticipated there would25
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be an interest in having listen-only access to this1

conference, which is being transcribed.  In that2

regard, telephone technology has developed somewhat3

since our last phone conference in 2008 as apparently4

have expectations about the availability of listen-5

only access.  In any event, we hope that all those6

members of the public or any others who wish to listen7

to this conference have been able to access the bridge8

line this morning.9

I'd like to turn now to the purposes for10

which this conference was called, which our December11

1 issuance indicated were; and let me quote, "(1) That12

the prospect for further settlement negotiations13

regarding closing out this adjudicatory proceeding at14

this juncture, albeit subject to future reinstitution15

as appropriate; and (2) whether the existing16

circumstances regarding this proceeding warrant an17

additional revision to the current schedule for18

mandatory discovery disclosures and hearing follow-up19

fees."  20

Regarding the first matter, before hearing21

from the parties I'd like to review briefly how we got22

to this point in the proceeding, as well as say a few23

words about the Callaway COL proceeding that has some24

similarities to current circumstances with this case.25
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Briefly, and again somewhat for the1

benefit of those that might be listening, this case2

began actually back in June of 2008 when this Board3

was established.  4

In September 2008, there was a ruling by5

the Board after a prehearing conference on standing6

contentions.  We admitted four contentions.  The Board7

decision is LBP 08-16.  8

In November 2008, there was an9

administrative prehearing conference, which I think I10

referenced earlier, between the Board and the parties11

to discuss discovery and other matters going forward12

in the case.  13

In February 2009, the Commission issued14

CLI 09-3, which dismissed two of the admitted15

contentions in response to Board referral of those16

contentions to the Commission for its consideration,17

which left then two admitted contentions in the18

proceeding.19

I should note that in brief there's NEPA20

B, which talks about impacts on aquatic resources, and21

there's NEPA N, which talks about the environmental22

reports and adequate cost estimates and cost23

comparisons.  Those remain the admitted contentions in24

this proceeding.25
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Then in November of 2010, there was a1

staff agreement to a TVA request to defer the staff's2

COL review for the TVA application.  At that point3

this case basically went into suspension, although4

there was a requirement for periodic discovery5

disclosures by the parties.  6

Since that time there hasn't been a lot of7

activity.  There has been some, however.  For8

instance, with LBP 11-37 in November of 2011 the Board9

denied the admission of a Fukushima-related new10

contention.  Also in June of 2012, there was filed the11

Intervening Parties a generic petition.  They were12

part of a number of interveners that filed a generic13

petition to suspend proceedings in this case and14

others because of a court remand of the waste15

confidence rule, which the Commission ultimately16

addressed in CLI 12-16 in August of 2012 and in CLI17

14-08 in August of 2014.  18

Finally, skipping forward to August of19

2015, the Board asked the parties for a status report20

relative to TVA's July 2015 Integrated Resource Plan,21

which as I mentioned before, outlines a 20-year power22

system demand estimate for the TVA system.  At that23

time we felt that it looked as if, and as we stated in24

the order, it could be a considerable period of time25
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before this proceeding was brought out of suspension1

by the staff review being re-instituted.  Could be as2

much as 10 years.  And ask the parties citing the3

Callaway case, of which I'm going to talk about in a4

second, about the possibility that it might make sense5

in this proceeding to look at terminated the6

adjudication and with the possibility of reinstitution7

at some point.  8

With respect to Callaway, let me mention9

a couple things.  I was actually the Board Chair for10

that case.  That case, the purported case was LBP 09-11

23, an August 2009 case.  Interestingly enough, in12

that case the Board was set to hold a prehearing13

conference to take into account a motion for14

termination that had been filed by the Applicant,15

which was Ameren, A-M-E-R-E-N, U-E, capital U, capital16

E, all one word, at that point that it had already17

filed a request with the staff to suspend the staff18

review of the application.  19

The Board was prepared to go forward with20

the prehearing conference to rule on contentions and21

standing as well as consider that motion to terminate22

when the parties came in in a joint request and asked23

the Board to basically put off the prehearing24

conference and make some ruling on the termination25
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request.1

We went back to the parties and actually2

indicated given the number of filings we had about the3

termination motion, as well as the responses, there4

looked to be some basis for agreement by the parties5

and sent them off to talk among themselves.  And they6

actually were able to come back with a settlement7

agreement that they presented to the Board prior to8

the Board making any termination on standing or the9

admissibility of contentions.  And that agreement is10

included with LBP 09-23 as an appendix.11

A couple things I would point out about12

that agreement.  One was it included an indication13

that staff would use its best efforts to have the14

Commission re-notice the proceeding if license review15

was reactivated.  We pointed out in the order itself16

that again the noticing of a case, particularly in17

licensing cases, is something that's generally a18

Commission function.  There are certain instances with19

enforcement cases that the staff will actually put out20

the hearing opportunity notice, but in most licensing21

cases that actually comes from the Commission.  22

When the Board settles a case and23

terminates a proceeding, the Board loses jurisdiction. 24

Unlike a district court that sometimes will retain25
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jurisdiction to monitor a settlement agreement, if a1

case is settled, basically the case is terminated.  If2

the parties' and the Board's authority is terminated,3

if the parties then have an issue with the case, or4

with the settlement, I should say, they have to go5

back to the Commission.  They have that opportunity,6

but the Board is no longer in existence.  7

We also indicated, however, that relative8

to the possibility of re-noticing, which the staff was9

agreeing to use its best efforts with the Commission,10

that the Commission would be conducting a review of11

the settlement agreement as a standard practice and12

would have an opportunity, if it had a problem with13

the settlement agreed to by the parties and endorsed14

by the Board, to come back and indicate what its15

concerns were.  16

There was at the end of the Commission17

review -- and this document is a little bit hard to18

find.  I guess I expect the parties to have found it,19

but if not, I want to make reference to it.  There's20

November 2nd, 2009 staff requirements memorandum from21

the Secretary of the Commission to then EDO, the head22

of the NRC staff, with respect to the Callaway case,23

indicating that the staff should inform the Commission24

promptly if an Ameren UE or any other entity requests25
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the staff reactivate its review of the Callaway COL1

application.  2

And to me what that's an indication of is3

the Commission having looked at the settlement4

agreement and understanding what was involved, wanted5

to make sure that if the proceeding ever were6

reactivated that it would be notified promptly so that7

it could take the action of re-noticing the case.  So8

that was one of the things in the settlement9

agreement, relative to the settlement agreement.10

The other thing that was in the settlement11

agreement was the parties' agreement that upon future12

re-noticing questions of the timeliness of standing13

showings or contentions would not be raised if the14

hearing petitions that were filed came in and were15

considered timely under the new hearing opportunity16

notice.  So basically that provided an opportunity to17

put in the same contentions so long as its18

admissibility was not ruled upon by the Commission,19

and obviously if the Commission had said something20

about a particular contention, that arguably would not21

be subject to renewal.  22

There would also be an opportunity to put23

in new contentions that had not been proffered24

previously even if there hadn't been any change in the25
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ER, the environmental report, or the safety analysis1

report, the SAR, that was filed by the Applicant.2

So those were two of the conditions that3

were in the settlement agreement.  Again, there was an4

agreement by the parties that they would not be5

raising timeliness concerns in that respect.6

Now, obviously there is a distinction here7

between the Callaway case and between the case --8

particularly the Bellefonte case that's now before the9

Board, the main one being that the Intervenors have10

been admitted as parties based on the showing of their11

standing and have, as I indicated, two admissible12

contentions.  13

At this point I think that I've sort of14

had a monologue.  This is supposed to be a conference. 15

And I want to talk with the parties a little bit about16

the first matter that we have indicated we'd like to17

talk about, the prospect for further settlement18

negotiations.  19

The last status report that you sent us20

indicated that you had talked among yourselves, that21

you'd not been able to reach a settlement.  There were22

no further settlement negotiations planned, but there23

was an indication from the Applicant, TVA, that they24

felt that the appointment of a settlement judge would25
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be appropriate.  Bearing in mind we're not trying to1

get anyone to breach the confidentiality of settlement2

agreements, or settlement discussions, I should say. 3

Nonetheless, I would be interested in hearing from TVA4

and the other parties with respect to -- first TVA5

about your suggestion that a settlement judge would be6

appropriate at this point, why you all felt that was7

the case.8

MR. VANCE:  I appreciate that, Judge9

Bollwerk.  This is Scott Vance speaking for TVA.10

The basis for our suggestion was -- again11

trying not to reveal the discussions themselves, but12

a perception after those discussions that possibly a13

formalized process -- that is, the settlement14

negotiations that we did engage in were just conducted15

by the parties without the benefit of a judge.  Our16

thinking was simply that with the assistance of a17

judge directing those conversations there might be an18

opportunity to find a way that the hearing could be19

terminated and parties be satisfied with that.  That20

may not be the case, but that was just our impression21

after those discussions, that a more formalized22

process might be more productive.23

CHAIR BOLLWERK:  All right.  Thank you,24

sir.  This is Judge Bollwerk.  I should mention, by25
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the way, does Judge Baratta or Judge Sager have1

anything they want to say at this point?  I apologize2

for not giving you an opportunity.3

JUDGE BARATTA:  This is Judge Baratta. 4

No, I don't have anything in particular other than to5

say hello to all the parties.6

JUDGE SAGER:  This is Judge Sager.  I have7

nothing either.8

CHAIR BOLLWERK:  All right.  Let's then go9

to counsel for the NRC staff, if they have any10

thoughts that they want to offer at this point given11

what they've heard up to this point.12

MR. WILSON:  Your Honor, we request that13

you hear from the Intervenors first so that we're not14

in a position of paraphrasing.15

CHAIR BOLLWERK:  All right.  If that's the16

case, then why don't we turn then to either Mr. Zeller17

or Ms. Barczak?18

MR. ZELLER:  Yes, thank you, Judge19

Bollwerk.  This is Lou Zeller.  In the discussions20

that were held among the parties, which we determined21

that there was no possibility for going forward with22

any kind of settlement, I think we are still -- the23

reason for that is that we're so far apart that a24

settlement judge won't help.  And in fact we've25
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reflected in our communications that we oppose TVA's1

suggestion just for that very reason.  I mean, we are2

so far apart that a settlement judge would simply be3

a waste of resources and not helpful in this matter.4

CHAIR BOLLWERK:  All right.  Ms. Barczak?5

MS. GARRONE:  This is actually Angela6

Garrone for SACE and I would echo what Mr. Zeller has7

said, that we communicated to NRC staff and TVA that8

we do not believe a settlement judge would be9

beneficial and would actually perhaps be a waste of10

resources due to the vast difference of our opinions11

on the issues at present.12

CHAIR BOLLWERK:  All right.  Thank you. 13

And then can we hear from the NRC staff?14

MR. WILSON:  Well, this is Anthony Wilson15

for the NRC staff.  Basically we take the position16

that if the Applicant is going to move forward with17

their application, we'll process it, but we don't want18

to be in a position where we have to force Intervenors19

to accept a settlement that they're not inclined to20

accept.  So having put forward all of the matters and21

the intricacies that had come up in the Callaway case22

and discussed them in depth, we simply put it forward23

and the parties could not come to an agreement.  And24

that was reflected in the status update.25
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CHAIR BOLLWERK:  All right.  So you then1

do or do not agree with the Applicant's request to2

have a settlement judge appointed?3

MR. WILSON:  Well, actually we take no4

position on that.  If a judge were to be appointed,5

we'd participate, but we don't really -- we look at it6

as we don't want to see the Intervenors being forced7

to participate because we don't think that would be8

productive.9

CHAIR BOLLWERK:  All right.  Let me go10

back to TVA and see if there's anything else you all11

want to add in this respect given what you've heard.12

MR. VANCE:  Thank you, Judge Bollwerk. 13

This again is Scott Vance.  It's difficult because I14

don't want to discuss what was discussed during those15

settlement negotiations, but the basis for our16

impression is unchanged.  I think that the Intervenors17

feel that we are polar opposites.  My impression from18

the Callaway proceeding is that in fact all of their19

rights can be preserved, and in fact their position,20

you might even say, could be enhanced in that they21

could avoid a lot of the initial requirements for22

proving standing, even demonstrating that they have a23

viable contention.  And in fact that might enhance24

their position, but also save them the cost of25
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monitoring a proceeding where very little is1

happening.  That was really our basis.2

I agree, however, that it would be seen as3

something being forced on the Intervenors.  I'm not4

interested in that either.  As I expressed during5

those negotiations I will express here, I appreciate6

the function of the Intervenors.  I believe that7

they're sincere in their desire to ensure that a8

quality application is entered and that all9

requirements are met.  So based on that assumption I10

am not opposed to their participation in the process.11

CHAIR BOLLWERK:  All right.  Let me go12

back again to the Intervenors.  They have anything13

further they want to say?14

MS. GARRONE:  Yes, thank you, Judge15

Bollwerk.  This is Angela Garrone again for SACE, and16

give the statements by TVA, I'd just like to clarify17

that we, the Intervenors, do not believe that18

terminating a procedure -- the hearing rather with TVA19

not withdrawing the application would actually enhance20

our position despite the safeguards that may be built21

in to streamline our standing and contention exception22

in the event that the application moves forward.  23

At this point we have those standings and24

those statutory rights under the -- after the COL was25
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applied, and so therefore that is where our issue1

comes.  We do not believe that termination is proper2

if a COL is not withdrawn.  And I think the Callaway3

decision reflects that that is normal procedure.  And4

also, Judge Bollwerk, you pointed out frankly that we5

are in a very different place than the Intervenors in6

Callaway in that we do have standing and we do have7

contentions.  So despite how the considerations have8

been made and offered, that we would have the same9

streamlined ability to get the same standing and10

contentions at this point, we do not see the benefit11

in having those terminated without an application12

being withdrawn by the Applicant.13

CHAIR BOLLWERK:  All right.  Let me just14

say one thing:  There is a factual statement you want15

to make sure.  I want to make sure that the record is16

clear.  In the Callaway case the application was not17

withdrawn.  In fact, it was not withdrawn until within18

the last year.  So the case was actually settled and19

the application remained available for reactivation by20

the applicant, or by the staff, at the applicant's21

request.  22

So eventually the application was23

withdrawn, but that happened only within the last24

actually six months, I believe.  So there's been a25
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period from 2009, I believe, when the Callaway case1

was decided until within the last six months that that2

application was there and could have been reactivated3

at the applicant's request.  All right?  Just --4

(Simultaneous speaking.)5

MS. GARRONE:  Thank you, Judge Bollwerk. 6

Yes, I did understand that --7

CHAIR BOLLWERK:  Okay.8

MS. GARRONE:  -- and I think the issue9

here is that we would not want our right to a hearing10

terminated while an application as in the case in11

Callaway is still active and not withdrawn given that12

our position as Intervenors is different than that of13

Callaway, which is the distinction I was making and14

the one you made, Judge Bollwerk, earlier, which is15

that we have had standing accepted and two contentions16

approved.17

CHAIR BOLLWERK:  All right.  Thank you.18

MS. GARRONE:  Thank you.19

CHAIR BOLLWERK:  Anything Mr. Zeller wants20

to say?21

MR. ZELLER:  Yes, I agree with Angela22

Garrone's point.  Judge Bollwerk, I understand that23

you were also the chair of that panel at Callaway. 24

There are some differences between the current25
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situation and that situation.  In the Callaway case1

the Board had not yet ruled on standing or the2

contentions.  In the case of Bellefonte we do have3

outstanding contentions and we have established our4

right to a hearing on those admitted contentions.  And5

so, that is quite a different situation from the6

Callaway case.7

I might also add, as you well know, Board8

decisions do not bind others.  And so, the Callaway9

case is of interest, I think, because it provides some10

of the language.  For example, some of the most11

troublesome language is "using its best efforts." 12

That's the first time I saw that phrase used in terms13

of way to put a Band-Aid over the fact that the Board14

loses its jurisdiction and its authority, as you15

pointed out, to assuage the concerns that the16

intervenors in that case had.  We find that very17

troubling.18

CHAIR BOLLWERK:  All right.  You recognize19

again the Commission's SRM indicated to the staff that20

they need to let them know immediately if the case is21

reactivated and there's the fact that the Commission22

did do a sua sponte review of the Board order?23

MR. ZELLER:  Yes, I understand that, and24

I appreciate that additional background, but it25
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doesn't change the fact that we have a statutory right1

to a hearing and that we had done all the necessary2

steps to establish that.3

CHAIR BOLLWERK:  Okay.  Thank you very4

much.5

MR. ZELLER:  You're welcome.6

CHAIR BOLLWERK:  Anything further the7

staff wants to say?8

MR. WILSON:  Nothing at this time.9

CHAIR BOLLWERK:  Let me see if Judge10

Baratta or Judge Sager has anything they want to add11

at this point.12

JUDGE SAGER:  This is Judge Sager. 13

Nothing here.14

JUDGE BARATTA:  This is Judge Baratta. 15

Nothing here.16

CHAIR BOLLWERK:  All right.  Well, one17

thing I thought might be possible, and I'm not sure18

this is the case, but let me put it to the parties,19

given the discussion this morning.  Is there any use20

having you all go back one more time and spending a21

week or two talking among yourselves to see if you can22

come to a different decision about a settlement judge,23

not even about a settlement, in terms of having a24

settlement judge appointed?  Let's start with TVA,25
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please.1

MR. VANCE:  Thank you, Judge Bollwerk. 2

Scott Vance.  We do not believe there's any reason for3

the parties to further discuss this.4

CHAIR BOLLWERK:  All right.  The5

Intervenors want to say anything?  6

MS. GARRONE:  Yes, this is Angela Garrone7

for SACE, and I would agree.  I do not think continued8

conversations with a settlement judge would be useful9

at this point.10

CHAIR BOLLWERK:  All right.  Staff?11

MR. WILSON:  Staff would have no position.12

CHAIR BOLLWERK:  Okay.  Well again, you're13

correct, in terms of the rules, the position of the14

rules actually -- and the Commission made this clear15

when they adopted the 2004 changes to the rules in16

Part 2.  Back in 69 Federal Register 2182, looking at17

page 2210, which is January 14th of 2004, the18

statement the Commission made was it agrees that the19

parties should not be forced to use ADR, alternate20

dispute resolution, and the final rule continues to21

make the use of ADR subject to voluntary agreement of22

all parties to any given contention.23

That being said, both the federal district24

courts and the federal appeals courts do have rules:25
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Rule 16 for the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure and1

Rule 33 for the Federal Rules of Appellate Procedure,2

where the presiding officer can direct the parties to3

engage in further settlement negotiations.4

Now given the rule, I don't know if that's5

something the Board would do, but it's obviously6

something that we could ask the Commission to give the7

chief administrative judge authority to do and have8

the parties come together in good faith and try9

additional negotiations with a settlement judge.  10

With that understanding, do the parties11

have any thoughts about whether they want to talk12

about the possibility of asking for a settlement judge13

again?  I'll start with TVA.14

MR. VANCE:  Thank you.  Scott Vance.  TVA15

still has the belief that a settlement judge with16

legal authority to direct the conversation, to state17

options that are available from a legal perspective,18

etcetera, would be beneficial and would participate in19

such a discussion understanding that the other parties20

are not amenable to that.  TVA's position is that a21

settlement judge might be helpful in reaching some22

sort of settlement.23

CHAIR BOLLWERK:  All right.  Thank you. 24

Intervenors?25
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MS. GARRONE:  Yes, this is Angela Garrone1

again for SACE.  I think we still stand by our2

contention that a settlement judge in this case would3

not be useful.4

MR. ZELLER:  I agree with that.  This is5

Lou Zeller.6

CHAIR BOLLWERK:  All right.  Thank you. 7

Anything the staff wants to say further in that8

regard?9

MR. WILSON:  Yes, this is Anthony Wilson10

for staff.  If a settlement judge were appointed, the11

NRC would participate.12

CHAIR BOLLWERK:  All right.  Thank you13

very much then.14

All right.  We will obviously take that15

into account going forward.  One other thing I should16

mention is that there is a possibility in such -- if17

the Board would actually certify such a question to18

the Commission that it could also raise the19

possibility that the Commission might wish to either20

-- frankly, they could move to dismiss the case with21

the commitment to re-notice it or dismiss the22

application if it was appropriate in this instance. 23

Those are all questions that if the Board were to go24

to the Commission it could raise with the Commission25
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as well.  Does give the parties any more thought about1

a settlement judge?  Mr. Vance?2

MR. VANCE:  Yes, Scott Vance, TVA.  We3

still believe that it might be helpful.  We understand4

the options available to the Commission if those5

questions were to be certified, and we're comfortable6

with those options.7

CHAIR BOLLWERK:  All right.  Intervenors?8

MS. GARRONE:  This is Angela Garrone for9

SACE.  And I think, yes, that's the same approach for10

us.  We understand the Commission's choices here and11

would be comfortable with either, but it does not12

change our position on the usefulness of a settlement13

judge at this time.  Thank you.14

CHAIR BOLLWERK:  All right.  Thank you. 15

I'm sorry.  I didn't mean to cut you off.16

MS. GARRONE:  Oh, that's fine.  Thank you.17

CHAIR BOLLWERK:  All right.  Mr. Zeller?18

MR. ZELLER:  Yes, thank you, Judge19

Bollwerk.  This is Lou Zeller.  Presently we have the20

Atomic Safety Licensing Board, this panel, to preserve21

our rights as an intervenor.  Those procedural22

protections I think is what we prefer rather than any23

alternative which could be developed under 2.338 or24

any other part of the procedural regulations under 1025
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CFR Part 2.1

CHAIR BOLLWERK:  All right.  Thank you,2

sir.  And let me hear then from the staff if they have3

anything further to add.4

MR. WILSON:  Yes, Anthony Wilson for the5

staff.  Of course staff would be willing to6

participate in either forum.7

CHAIR BOLLWERK:  All right.  Thank you8

very much.  Let me turn then to Judge Sager and Judge9

Baratta to see if they have anything they want to add10

about the settlement or the possibility of a11

settlement judge at this point.12

JUDGE SAGER:  This is Judge Sager. 13

Nothing here.14

JUDGE BARATTA:  Yes, nothing here.15

CHAIR BOLLWERK:  All right.  Thank you16

very much.  17

All right.  Unless the parties have18

anything they want to add at this point about the19

possibility of settlement or the appointment of a20

settlement judge, we'll move onto the second item that21

we had on our agenda, which is the question about the22

existing schedule for mandatory discovery disclosures23

and hearing file updates.  And under the Board's order24

of April 20th, 2012, that basically was put at a25
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quarterly mandatory disclosure reports four times a1

year.  I think the next one would be January 2nd of2

this year, if that doesn't fall on a weekend.  Hold on3

one second here.  Let me see.  Right.  So it probably4

would be the 4th, I guess, would be the next one. 5

That's a Monday.  6

I'd like to hear from the parties whether7

they think it makes sense to continue to have these8

updates four times a year.  Is something less9

appropriate?  I don't think I'm going to hear a10

request for more, but we're willing to listen to11

whatever you might have at this point about the12

question of the mandatory discovery updates.  I'd like13

to turn to TVA first.14

MR. VANCE:  Thank you.  Scott Vance. 15

TVA's position on that question is that a less16

frequent schedule would be appropriate.  If you look17

over the past several years, TVA's identification of18

documents has been very rare with possibility one19

document over the past two years.  And we do not20

anticipate that document production would increase in21

the near future until a decision was made to22

reactivate the application, and in fact will probably23

continue to decrease.  The fact is that TVA considers24

this application suspended currently as well, which25
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means that we are not doing work currently to maintain1

this application or answer any questions that might2

have existed.  So we would be in favor of decreasing3

that schedule, if appropriate.4

CHAIR BOLLWERK:  All right.  Before we5

move on to the other parties, let me just ask you one6

question about TVA's intention relative to the7

application so that I can get the best understanding8

that I can.9

I know in our order of August 25th in10

footnote, I believe it was 2, we tried to sort of11

paraphrase what we understood to be TVA's intentions12

relative to Bellefonte 3 and 4, which is the COL13

application, as well as Bellefonte 1, potentially14

Bellefonte 2 and the possibility of small modular15

reactors.  Is there anything further you can tell us16

about that in terms of what's the relationship between17

1 and 2 versus 3 and 4 and small modular reactors,18

SMRs?19

MR. VANCE:  Well, fair question.  This is20

Scott Vance.  I can tell you that the IRP has21

indicated that, as you recognized in your order, there22

is not a clear need for another large source of power23

generation for the next roughly 20 years.  So TVA has24

chosen at this time to continue to leave the 3 and 425
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in suspension as an option without making a decision1

at this time whether to actually terminate that2

application or continue with it.  That's not to say3

that such a decision is not going to happen over those4

20 years.  I believe that it will, in fact on the near5

end, but at this time we're not prepared to say that6

we are ready to either move forward or terminate that7

application and prefer to leave it in suspended8

status. 9

With regards to relationship to SMRs, at10

this time TVA is in fact pursuing development of an11

early site permit to demonstrate that process using12

current NRC license application guidelines.  We are13

working with the industry to determine if any14

enhancement to that process might be appropriate to15

SMR technologies and have not made a commitment at16

this time to actually construct an SMR.  So, yes, I17

think that my answer there is that those are kind of18

different questions.  In SMR context at this point19

it's more of a licensing demonstration project.20

CHAIR BOLLWERK:  All right.  And again,21

Units 1 and 2; this is Judge Bollwerk, would be more22

like Units 3 and 4 in that they would be considered23

large baseload plants.  Do you have any sense of the24

relationship between 1 and 2 and 3 and 4 in terms of25
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finishing the construction of those versus --1

MR. VANCE:  Yes.2

CHAIR BOLLWERK:  -- starting off on a new3

COL?4

MR. VANCE:  And I think the thing that I5

can say there is that at this point the TVA Board of6

Directors has not moved forward with authorization to7

proceed with the Bellefonte 1 and 2 construction8

process, but has also left that in suspended status. 9

I think everything has to be looked at in light of10

what the IRP told the Board with regards to the need11

for large power production sources, new large sources. 12

And other than that the Board has not made any13

decisions.14

CHAIR BOLLWERK:  All right.  Thank you15

very much.  Let me just see if Judge Baratta or Judge16

Sager have any questions or comments with respect to17

what we just heard from Mr. Vance.18

JUDGE SAGER:  Judge Sager.  Not here.19

JUDGE BARATTA:  No, I don't.  Thank you.20

CHAIR BOLLWERK:  All right.  Thank you21

very much.  Mr. Vance, I appreciate your candidness22

with the Board.23

Let's go then to the staff next actually24

and see if you have any thoughts about the mandatory25
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disclosures.1

MR. WILSON:  Yes, Anthony Wilson for2

staff.  Staff is certainly amenable to modification of3

the discovery timetables.  And as you stated, it's4

currently filed on a quarterly basis.  We'd be open to5

perhaps a six-month or even an annual filing.6

CHAIR BOLLWERK:  All right.  Anything7

either of the Intervenors want to say about mandatory8

disclosures and the timing?9

MR. ZELLER:  Judge Bollwerk, this is Lou10

Zeller.  11

CHAIR BOLLWERK:  Yes, sir?12

MR. ZELLER:  The mandatory discovery13

update, certainly the schedule, the quarterly, annual14

schedule is probably more than necessary.  I would15

agree that every six months would be satisfactory.  I16

understand the TVA board in a next meeting in17

Chattanooga -- I believe it's in January, so I think18

six months would be adequate.19

I might just add as a side light that we20

remember that Bellefonte 3 and 4 was reference COLA,21

combined operating license application, way back in22

2007 and 2008.  And so, the licensing demonstration23

project mentioned for the small modular reactors I24

think is something that Intervenors are obviously25
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following and are interested in.  And so I guess the1

twice a year discovery updates would satisfy us.2

CHAIR BOLLWERK:  All right.  Thank you,3

sir.  4

MS. GARRONE:  Yes, and this is Angela5

Garrone for SACE.  I think especially given, as Mr.6

Vance has laid out, that this IRP most recently showed7

no need for the baseload for 20 years, I think we8

recognize that the current update status is more than9

necessary, and would actually even support a one-year10

annual update given that this is likely not to have11

any updates given TVA's statements made on this call.12

CHAIR BOLLWERK:  All right.  Thank you. 13

Let me go back just to see one more time.  TVA,14

anything you've heard to give you anything further you15

want to say one way or the other?16

MR. VANCE:  Scott Vance.  Nothing more,17

sir.18

CHAIR BOLLWERK:  All right.  Staff?19

MR. WILSON:  Nothing more.20

CHAIR BOLLWERK:  All right.  And obviously21

we just heard from the Intervenors.  So I think what's22

on the table, I think there's an agreement that we23

could go to either six months or a year without24

objection from the parties.  Am I misreading anyone's25
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statements?1

(No audible response.)2

CHAIR BOLLWERK:  And you wouldn't have a3

preference between six months or a year, although it4

sounds like at least from the parties' perspective a5

year, which would be only annually, would not be a6

problem.  Am I understanding that's everyone's7

position?8

MR. WILSON:  Anthony Wilson for staff. 9

That is correct.10

CHAIR BOLLWERK:  All right.  That's11

something the Board needs to take into consideration. 12

I think our preliminary view was that some reduction13

was appropriate.  Whether it's six months or a year,14

let us think about that and talk about it.  And I15

think there will be some revision to the schedule. 16

We'll let you know about that in the near term.  17

I believe, as I mentioned, the next one is18

January 2nd, or 4th, I guess, since that's the first19

business day.  And you all should plan on meeting that20

date, and then after that was going to be -- where21

there would be any revisions to the schedule, just so22

you for planning purposes know what's coming.  But I23

would anticipate in the -- not in the near future,24

we'll probably have some kind of an order that would25
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make some modification to that schedule, whether it's1

six months or a year.  I need to talk with the other2

Board members and we'll make a decision about that. 3

All right?  4

Any questions about then about discovery,5

the discovery updates?  6

(No audible response.)7

CHAIR BOLLWERK:  All right.  Let me then8

kind of open the floor; we haven't been together for9

a while, and see if there's anything else the parties10

want to bring to the Board's attention.  Let me start11

first with TVA.12

MR. VANCE:  Nothing from TVA.  Thank you. 13

This is Scott.14

CHAIR BOLLWERK:  All right.  Anything from15

the staff?16

MR. WILSON:  Nothing from the staff.17

CHAIR BOLLWERK:  All right.  Thank you18

very much.  And anything from either of the19

Intervenors?20

MR. ZELLER:  This is Lou Zeller.  Judge21

Bollwerk, we appreciate your and the panel's attention22

to our concerns, and it's nice to talk to you again.23

CHAIR BOLLWERK:  All right.  Thank you,24

sir.25
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MS. GARRONE:  Yes, same here from SACE. 1

Angela Garrone.  Thank you --2

(Simultaneous speaking.)3

CHAIR BOLLWERK:  All right.  Let me turn4

then to Judges Baratta and Sager, see if there's5

anything either of them want to add to the mix here.6

JUDGE SAGER:  Judge Sager here.  Nothing7

to add.8

CHAIR BOLLWERK:  All right.9

JUDGE BARATTA:  Judge Baratta here. 10

Nothing here.  Thank you.11

CHAIR BOLLWERK:  All right.  Well, then I12

think we have conducted the business we convened today13

to discussion.  Again, I want to express our14

appreciation to the parties for getting together on15

somewhat short notice, and also for our little glitch16

with the telephones, but I hope that worked out for17

everyone.  We do appreciate again you making18

yourselves available.  19

I'm not sure when the next time we'll be20

speaking with you, but we again appreciate very much21

your input given the situation with the application. 22

But we appreciate the input that you provided us this23

morning.  You've given us some things to think about. 24

We will be at a minimum issuing something in the near25
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term about the discovery schedule, but for this point1

we'll stick with the January date for the next2

disclosure.  3

And again, we're here, so if something4

comes up and you need our help, please let us know. 5

I'm not sure that I will be here in 20 years, if this6

gets going.  What about you, Judge Baratta?7

JUDGE BARATTA:  I don't think I'll be here8

in 20 years either.9

CHAIR BOLLWERK:  Judge Sager?10

JUDGE SAGER:  Likewise.  I'd like to be11

here, but maybe not for this case.  12

CHAIR BOLLWERK: Well, you may have a13

different Board at some point, but at this point14

anyway we are still help and to make any rulings on15

anything you might present to us. So once again, thank16

you for making yourselves available. And at this point17

we will stand convened.  Thank you very much.  18

ALL:  Thank you, Your Honors.19

CHAIR BOLLWERK:  Adjourned, I should say.20

MS. GARRONE:  Thank you.21

CHAIR BOLLWERK:  We'll stand adjourned. 22

Thank you.23

(Whereupon, the above-entitled matter went24

off the record at 10:49 a.m.)25
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